
The act of adding the sixth egg can be conceived of as a function that

takes either the first state (The sixth egg is rotten) or the second (The sixth egg is

not rotten) as its argument. If the first state happens to be the true state of the

world, i.e. if it is inserted into the function, then it will return the outcome

No omelette, and if the second state happens to be the true state, the value of

the function will be Six egg omelette. (See Table 2.12.) This definition of acts

can be trivially generalised to cover cases with more than two states and

outcomes: an act is a function from a set of states to a set of outcomes.

Did you find this definition too abstract? If so, consider some other

function that you aremore familiar with, say f(x) = 3x + 8. For each argument

x, the function returns a value f(x). Acts are, according to the suggestion

above and originally proposed by Leonard Savage, also functions. However,

instead of taking numbers as their arguments they take states, and instead

of returning other numbers they return outcomes. From a mathematical

Box 2.1 Three types of scales

In this chapter we have discussed three different types of scales. Their

main characteristics can be summarised as follows.

1. Ordinal scale: Qualitative comparison of objects allowed; no

information about differences or ratios. Example:

The jury of a song contest award points to the par-

ticipants. On this scale, 10 points is more than 5.

2. Cardinal scales

(a) Interval scale Quantitative comparison of objects; accurately

reflects differences between objects. Example: The

Centigrade and Fahrenheit scales for temperature

measurement are the most well-established exam-

ples. The difference between 10°C and 5°C equals

that between 5°C and 0°C, but the difference

between 10°C and 5°C does not equal that between

10°F and 5°F.

(b) Ratio scale Quantitative comparison of objects; accurately

reflects ratios between objects. Example: Height,

mass, time, etc. 10kg is twice as much as 5kg, and

10 lb is also twice as much as 5 lb. But 10kg is not

twice as much as 5 lb.
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